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ONEIRA: NEW MUSIC & ANIMATION
Composer and Animator Collaboration
► DR. JENNIFER BELLOR, PHD //MUSIC COMPOSITION, ANIMATION

► PROJECT DESCRIPTION
UNLV Composer Dr. Jennifer Bellor collaborated with Dr. Christine Banna, animator from the
Rochester Institute of Animation to create ONEIRA, a sci-fi animation music video Christine
Banna created to pair with Jennifer Bellor’s composition, Oneira. Written for the electronic
MalletKAT, vibraphone, and two marimbas, and recorded by the percussion quartet, Clocks in
Motion, this 11-minute work is inspired by virtual worlds and dreaming. This track is also featured
on Bellor’s most recent album, also titled ONEIRA, which was released by Aerocade Music August
19, 2022.
Bellor first created the music, imagining that this composition will be paired with an animation,
like the various animation music videos created to bring out a new interpretation when pairing
music with visual elements (i.e. Disney’s Fantasia).
Here is what the animator said about creating the sci-fi world in the music video:
The concept for “Oneira” originated as a direct response to the music. I took in Jen’s composition
and studied it before I started the process of conceptualizing the animation. I let my response
to the music develop organically. From the start, the percussion felt like it had a crystalline
sound, so I knew crystals would be an essential aspect of the narrative and visuals…From there,
I started to develop a character who was thrown on a journey to mirror the flow and change
in the composition itself. Science fiction felt like a genre that would give me a lot of freedom
aesthetically and narratively, and with those initial seeds, I began to explore, research, and plan. –
Christine Banna
As of September 2022, the music video has not only been featured on various new music blogs,
including I Care if You Listen, but it has also been officially selected for three film festivals. It was
selected for the Brooklyn SciFi Film Festival, the SFC Film Festival in Australia, and it is a finalist
for best music film at the Munich music video festival.
► REFERENCES & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
https://icareifyoulisten.com/2022/08/video-premiere-clocks-in-motion-performs-jennifer-bellor-oneira/
Review of album and music https://bit.ly/GapplegateClocksinMotionOneira
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpVA2O64VCU
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For additional information regarding the film festival acceptance, Christine Banna has this information (she applied to all of
these film festivals). cabpph@rit.edu

► ABOUT THE COLLABORATORS
Described as being “that rare composer whose music manages to be instantly listenable and emotionally resonant
without any compromise to its sophistication,” (textura), the music of Las Vegas-based composer Jennifer Bellor has
been presented by many artists and ensembles in the US and abroad. Her debut album Stay (2016) was featured on
NewMusicBox’s 2016 Staff picks and was praised as having the ability to “maintain a highly individual identity without
needing to take refuge in pre-post-genre musical silos.” It was awarded The American Prize (2016). Bellor earned a PhD
in music composition at Eastman School of Music, a Master of Music degree in composition at Syracuse University, and
a Bachelor of Arts degree in music at Cornell University.
Christine A. Banna is an internationally showing, multidisciplinary animator and educator. She received her MFA from
the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. She received her BFA in Painting with a minor in Art History from Boston
University’s College of Fine Art. She is a faculty member in the School of Film & Animation at Rochester Institute of
Technology and currently lives and works out of Rochester, NY.
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